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Abstract: Protecting sensitive data when that is in rest or in transit is essential. This paper addresses a problem 

which is discussed here. A distributor is supposed to send his private data to other person or party through his 

trusted agents (human beings). When trusted agents leak data for monetary gains and that is found in some other 
person’s laptop or over Internet, the distributor should be able to identify leakage and also establish the identity 

of the leaked person. For leakage detection traditionally watermarking is used effectively. However, 

watermarking causes the source content to be modified as watermarking content is embedded. The aim of this 

paper is to detect leakage without the need for modification of source content. This paper proposes data leakage 

strategies personalized for agents for improving the chances of leakage detection. We also use fake objects along 

with original objects to improve the probability of detecting leakage further. The empirical results tested with a 

prototype application revealed that the proposed strategies are efficient and can be used in real time 

applications.  

Index Terms–data leakage, allocation strategies, fake objects, data privacy, and leakage detection 

I. Introduction 
 In businesses data transfer takes place through a variety of means including secondary storage media, 

network, mail, fax etc. Data transfer can also be made through trusted agents, human beings who can be relayed 

upon, also. When data is transferred through electronic means security of data is very important especially when 

it is sensitive and private in nature. Here the possible security threats to data are such as hacking, eavesdropping 

and VIRUS. Security mechanisms provided by OS, networking applications, email applications can be used to 

prevent exploitation of vulnerabilities. In this case the security of data is as good as your cryptographic 

algorithms or mechanisms one employs to protect data. However, it is interesting show sensitive data that is 
being carried by human beings (trusted agents) can be protected. When such data is compromised identifying the 

data leakage and also finding who is behind the leak out of all trusted agents is a challenging task.  

 One of the techniques used earlier is digital watermarking. Digital watermarking is an information 

hiding mechanism where the hidden content has no business meaning with the carrier content. It does mean that 

some content is embedded into cover image or any electronic source for identifying the original content whether 

tampered or not. The digital watermarking technology is widely used in protecting intellectual properties. 

However, a limitation here is that in the process of watermarking the original source or object gets modified. 

Close to this technology is Steganography where sensitive information is encrypted and embedded into cover 

media such as audio, video and image. Steganography is more secure when compared with only encryption 

techniques as adversaries can’t even see the sensitive content as opposed to cryptography where cipher text can 

be viewed by adversaries though they can’t decrypt the content. In case of Steganography also, the original 
object is being modified before transferring data to authorized recipient.  

 To overcome this drawback and keep the original object transmitted through trusted agents intact, we 

propose strategies in this paper that enable data leakage detection and identification of the agent who leaked the 

data. The data allocation strategies proposed in this paper enable the distributor to personalize the objects 

(associated with agents) without modifying them. To achieve this allocation strategies create fake objects that 

have agent’s identity. The fake objects are mixed with original objects. This process is transparent to trusted 

agents and only known to the distributor. When objects are leaked by trusted agents and when they are found 

somewhere by distributor, the distributor will be capable of detecting the leakage and also relate the fraud with 

the agent who did that leakage. The sections below elaborate the problem model and also the detection strategies 

in detail.  

II. Related Work 
 Active research has been around on the topic data leakage detection for long time. However, the 

detection of leakage has been traditionally pertaining to electronic data transfer. When data is leaked by trusted 

people intentionally through electronic means, there are possible security measures such as authentication 

mechanisms. However, when data is given to a human being or trusted agent and asked him to hand it over to a 

genuine recipient, the agent may give it to other person as well. This is the problem and the solution is 
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challenging. The literature on this kind of problem is relatively less. The research initially began with description 

of provenance problem as given in [4]. This problem is related to finding the lineage or origin of the data or 

tracing origin of data in other words. When lineage is traced, it is possible to identify guilty agents. The agents 

who leak the data must be having that data from a particular origin. When that origin or lineage is found 

correctly, the detection of the guilty is possible. The research conducted in this field is presented in a tutorial. A 

good overview of all research results in the area of lineage detection or data provenance is presented in the 
tutorial [5]. However, the suggested solutions in this tutorial are domain specific. For instance the scenarios are 

pertaining to data warehouses where historical data is stored permanently. More on the data provenance 

problems on data warehouses are provided in [6] and it assume some previous knowledge with respect to data 

creation and how the data is viewed. These researches so far related to data lineage or data provenance problems. 

There are other solutions in the literature pertaining to watermarking [7]. However, as it is well known, 

watermarking leaves the source objects modified for the purpose of protecting it. This is the phenomenon 

involved in watermarking as described in [10]. In this paper we present a data leakage detection approach 

without modifying the original objects. Watermarking with various cover media like voice, images and video are 

presented in literature [10], [8], [11], and [12]. The objects that are to be transferred are never modified in the 

proposed model. Instead some fake objects are mixed with original objects for the purpose of leakage detection. 

There are other approaches that are based on access control policies. The objects are securely transmitted and 

when they are leaked that leakage is found with access control policies and also embedding marks in relational 
data. These findings are described in [13] and [10]. In this paper we stick to the policy that the original objects 

should never be modified in order to detect leakage and also identification of the agent who leaked it. 

III. Problem Description 
 This paper assumes a problem that is described here. A distributor has plenty of objects that are 

maintained in his trusted server. He is authorized to collect such objects from various organizations. He is also 
authorized to distribute those objects to a group of agents who are authorized. Such agents in this scenario are 

known as “trusted agents”. Though they are known as trusted agents and authorized people to have data given by 

distributor and in turn give those data objects to intended recipients, there is possibility that agents may involve 

in data leakage illegally. It does mean that they hand over data objects to third parties by any means for monetary 

or other reasons. To elaborate this scenario, an example is described here. For a given company A, T contains 

records. Marketing agency U1 is hired by company A in order to perform online survey of customers. As survey 

needs can be satisfied by any arbitrary records, the U1 requests for 1000 customer records. At the same time 

company A may give contact to a billing agent U2 who needs customer records. U2 receives records based on 

the area for which he is responsible to collect bills. This means that his query is conditional while U1 can obtain 

data randomly. This way there are two models here. The first model is to pick records randomly and the second 

model is to select records based on a specific condition. The first model is known as random selection of objects 
while the second one is known as sample of objects.  

IV. Guilty Agents 
 Agents who involve in fraud i.e., distributing data objects given by distributor to third parties without 

permission are known as guilty agents. Agents who have such malicious practices are to be identified by the 

strategies followed in this paper. This paper specifically follows a data allocation strategy that involves fake 

objects including original objects. The fake objects contain identity information of agents to whom those objects 
are given along with real objects. However, the trusted agents believe that all objects given to them are genuine 

objects only. This paper assumes that the agents do not have knowledge that they receive fake objects from 

distributor along with original objects.  

V. Agent Guilt Model 
 The proposed guilt model facilitates the distributor to detect leakage of data objects and identify the 
agent who leaked it. Pr{Gi|S} where the S indicates set of objects and Gi indicates a particular guilty agent. Pr is 

the probability of guilt. Assume the following. 

T = {t1, t2, t3}, R1{t1, t2, t3}, R2{t1, t2, t3}, S={t1, t2, t3}. 

 Here T represents set of objects available at distributor. R represents a set of objects available at agent 

and S indicates a set of objects available at target. The probability that an agent leaks objects to third parties is 

computed as follows. 
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VI. Data Allocation Strategy 
 Data allocation to agents plays an important role in enhancing the probability of detection of leakage 

and establishing identity of agent who caused the leakage. For data objects allocation algorithms are proposed in 

[3] are used with some changes. The original algorithms provided in [3] are provided here.  

 
Listing 1 – Allocation for Explicit Data Requests 

 The algorithm 1 is a generic algorithm used by other algorithms for data objects allocation. It makes use 

of two important procedures namely SELECTAGENT() and  CREATEFAKEOBJECT().  

Listing 2 – Agent Selection for e-random 

 This algorithm in invoked by first algorithm. It is responsible to select an agent randomly for data 

allocation.  

Listing 3 – Agent selection for e-optimal 

This algorithm is meant for selecting agent using optimized function. This is invoked by the first algorithm as 

and when required.  

 
Listing 4 – Allocation for Sample Data Requests 
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When data objects are to be allocated to agents the sample data request allocation is done using this algorithm.  

Listing 5 – 

Object Selection for e-random 

 This algorithm is meant for allocating objects randomly. From the set of given objects one object is 

selected randomly.  

VII. Emperical Results 
 To test and evaluate the proposed guilt model that helps in data leakage detection, a prototype 

application is developed in Java programming language. It environment used include Java, PC with Windows 7 

OS, Eclipse IDE. The proposed application facilitates two users work in collaboration. They are distributor and 

agent. The distributor is having privileges to have data of various organizations and he is authorized to distribute 
it to the intended recipients through a group of trusted agents. The agents who interact with the system can make 

request for objects and get objects from the distributor. The communication model is distributed so as to enable 

remote agents also can get data objects from a distributor. Once objects are received from distributor, they are 

supposed to share them with only intended recipients. When any agent performs fraud activity by leaking data to 

third parties who are not authorized to receive it, such data objects are known as leaked objects. When distributor 

finds such leaked objects, he can detect the agent information who leaked the objects. The prototype application 

is as shown in fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 – Distributor shares objects to agents 

 Once agents receive data from distributor’s server system, they can have data objects with them. 

However, the data objects they possess contain fake objects that appear like real objects. Due to lack of this 

knowledge, agents may try to share such data objects to third parties for monetary or other gains. In this case the 

data is leaked to third parties. When distributor finds such data, he will make use of the proposed application and 

can trace the identity of agent who leaked it.  
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Fig. 2 – Simulation of Agent Guilt Model 

Simulation of agent’s guilt model which is based on the fake objects and the underlying algorithm in allocating 

objects to agents, reveal the identity of the agent who probably leaked data. The hypothesis i.e., “distributor who 

shares data objects with trusted agents can trace the identity of the agents when they leak those objects illegally” 

has been problem experimentally. The guilt probability distribution is visualized in fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2 – Probability Distribution of Guilt Model 

 As can be seen in fig. 2, it is evident that agents are involved in data leakage and the distributor of the 

data objects is capable of detecting leakage and also identifies the agent who performed the leakage. 

 

VIII. Conclusion  
 In this paper we present a solution to a data leakage problem. We consider a hypothetical scenario 

where a distributor who has data of his own or other organizations shares it with trusted agents. When the trusted 

agents in turn leak it to third parties we called it data leakage problem. The solution to this problem is 

challenging as the trusted agents may use various means of leaking data. The hypothesis here is that when leaked 

data is found anywhere, the distributor of that data can identify the guilty agent. To prove this hypothesis 
strategies are devised. One such strategy is adding fake objects to original objects without modifying the original 

objects. The fake objects appear like real objects and agents and it is assumed that agents can’t distinguish 

between fake and real objects. When data is found over Internet or any where, the distributor should be able to 

detect the agent who leaked it based on the probability estimation. This is possible as the fake objects are having 

some information associated with agents. It does mean that when agent is given real objects along with fake 

objects, the fake objects are created in such a way that, they are having information embedded pertaining to the 

agent to whom those objects are given. Thus the algorithm can detect the probability of data leakage and also the 

agent who leaked it. The empirical results revealed that the hypothesis has been proven successfully.  
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